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Name:  __________________ 
PLEASE  START  BY  TYPING  YOUR  NAME  

RTOS Exam No. 2 (50pts.) 

General Remarks 
This exam is closed books, open limited notes. Up to ¼-inch-thick office-clip-bonded paper-based notes are allowed.  Notes must be signed and must 

not be exchanged during the exam and may be collected with the exam. No computer, pads or cell phones.  Calculators approved for standardized 

tests are allowed.  Clearly indicate questions that you continue answering on the back.  Provide concise answer and to the point for maximum 

credit.  Answers that are too long take too much time and may indicate that the author is unable to rank the importance of facts. 

DL: __ ERR: __ PTS: __ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points 

Question 1 (5pts.) 

The following statements relate to Keil/SDCC implementation of C language for 8051 microcontroller family.  

Please state whether each of the following statements is true or false: 

 
In SDCC/Keil C a function declared as an interrupt  

handler has to return an integer value false  /  true 

 
In SDCC/Keil C a variable declared as __xdata 

is treated as a variable declared elsewhere (external) false  /  true 

 
In SDCC/Keil C operations * / and % performed on  

unsigned long int operands are by default non-reentrant false  /  true 

 

In SDCC/Keil C operations * / and % performed on  

signed long int operands are by default non-reentrant false  /  true 

 

In SDCC/Keil C functions are __interrupt by default false  /  true  

Question 2 (5pts.) 

The following statements relate to C99 language. Please state whether each of the following statements is true or false: 
 

In C one can declare and initialize multidimensional  

arrays within a function false  /  true 

 

In C an automatic local (“regular”) variable declared within a function  

is initialized as many times as the function is called  false  /  true 

 

In C static local variable behaves like “hidden global” false  /  true 

 

In C a header file may include another header files false  /  true 

 

In C a header file may include another C file with code false  /  true 

Question 3 (5pts.) 

If the SYSCLK runs at 1,280,000 Hz and an 4-bit timer counts up using SYSCLK/4 triggering and interrupt at each overflow 

then what is the minimum interrupt rate that can programmed by using different reload values. Please show your calculations. 
 

Minimum interrupt rate is __________ Hz 

 

(Show your work in case you made a mistake) 
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Question 4 (5pts.) 

Assume the SYSCLK runs at 1,024,000 Hz, the provided Timer counter can count up to 1024 and the desired interrupt rate is 

300Hz: which pre-divider would you choose to ensure the best timing accuracy of the interrupt: 
 

Available clock predividers for the timer:   1   5   10   50   100   500 

 

 

Question 5 (5pts.) 

Assume the SYSCLK runs at 1,000,000 Hz, the clock pre-divider is set to 2, and the provided Timer counter counts up from 

524 and rolls over at 1024, what is the actual interrupt rate: 
 

The actual rate is __________ Hz 

 

 

Question 6 (5pts.) 

Assume the SYSCLK runs at 1,000,000 Hz, the clock pre-divider is set to 20, the provided Timer counter counts up and rolls 

over at 256, and the desired interrupt rate is 250Hz. What is the RCAP value (from which counter restarts its count up)? 
 

The RCAP value is __________ . 

 

 

Question 7 (5pts.) 

We are transmitting data using UART at 5,000bps.  How long it would take to send 100 characters/bytes assuming 8bit 

transmission with no parity and one stop bit.  

 
It will take __________ ms 

 

Show your work in case you made a mistake 

 

 

Question 8 (5pts.) 

Draw sample asynchronous transmission of two consecutive bytes: 0x18 and 0x35.   

The transmission parameters are: 8 data bits, no parity check, and 1 stop bit. 

 

Question 9-10 (10pts.) 

What did you do while doing the recent homework assignments? Circle the right answer(s).  
 

In the flash memeory read/write program 

which timers did you use in your program 0  1  2  3  4  none 

 

In the timer for water filtration application program 

how many different timer interrupts did you use?? none  1  2  3  4 

 

List the names of the files that you had to adapt from existing example when doing 

water filtration application program. Not all blanks have to be filled. 

 

SYSCLK speed:        __________.h __________.c __________.h __________.c 

 

Main superloop:      __________.h __________.c __________.h __________.c 

 

Core functionality:  __________.h __________.c __________.h __________.c 


